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CRITERIA FOR THE EXTREMALITY OF THE KOEBE MAPPING

D. BSHOUTY AND W. HENGARTNER

(Communicated by Clifford J. Earle, Jr.)

Abstract. A criterion is developed which gives a necessary condition on a real

functional in order that the Koebe Mapping be extremal for this functional in

the well known class 5 of normalized univalent functions. This is applied to

the coefficient problem of [f(z)] , 0 < A < 1 , as well as to the problem of

univalence of sections of the power series expansion of f(z).

1. Introduction

Let H(U) be the linear space of analytic functions defined on the unit disk

U = {z: \z\ < 1} endowed with the topology of locally uniform convergence. If

/ is analytic in an open neighborhood of the closed unit disk U, then we write

f € H(U). Denote by S the usual class of normalized univalent functions

f(z) = z + Yjak(f)zk
k=2

in H(U). In the past, many extremal problems of the form

(1.1) Max(Min resp. ){F(f):f€S}

have been successfully solved or investigated, where F is a real continuous

functional on H(U). It has turned out that in several cases the Koebe mapping

oo

k(z) = z + ^kzk = z/(i-z)2

k=2

or one of its rotations k(rjz), \n\ = 1, is an extremal solution for the opti-

mization problem (1.1). Furthermore, there are still several open conjectures

where it is believed that k(z) is extremal. It is therefore natural to construct a

variation of k in S in order to provide a tool to decide whether k is locally

extremal.

In this paper we shall present a new and much simpler proof of a powerful

variation of k which was developed in [1] and [2], and we give some new
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applications to show how one can quickly decide whether a conjecture may

hold or not. Other applications can be found in [1] and [2].

2.  A VARIATION OF THE KOEBE FUNCTION

In this section we give a new and much simpler proof of a variation of the

Koebe mapping. It involves functions / which belong to the class of typically

real functions

TR = {t€ H(U) ; t(0) = t'(0) - 1 = 0 and Im{z} lm{t(z)} >0inU}.

The following slightly weaker version of Proposition 3.1 in [2] is, in fact, rather

general for the purpose of the type of applications that are considered in this

paper.

Theorem 2.1. Let h(z) be in H(U) such that h(0) = 0, and assume that

t(z) = [h(z) + h(z)]/2 € TR. Then there is a positive e0 and an analytic

function g(z, e) in U x (0, e0) such that

(2.1) fE(z) = k(z)(l-eh(z) + e2g(z,e))

belongs to S for all e € [0, e0).

Theorem 2.1 is an immediate consequence of the following theorem.

Theorem 2.2. Let h(z) be in H(U) such that h(0) = 0, and assume that

t(z) = [h(z) + h(z~)]/2 € TR. Then there is a positive e0 such that

(2.2) ke(z) = k(z)(l - Eh(z))

is univalent in {z: \z\ < 1 -ce2} for some c > 0 and all e e [0, e0).

Indeed, if Theorem 2.2 holds, then, for p = 1 - ce , we have

2 2 2
ke(pz)/p = k(z - ce z)[l - eh(z - ce z)]/(l - ce )

= [k(z) - ce2zk'(z) + 0(e4)][l - eh(z) + 0(e3)][l + ce2 + 0(e4)]

= k(z)[l - eh(z)] + ce2(k(z) - zk'(z)) + 0(e3),

■a

where 0(e ) is taken here with respect to the topology of locally uniform con-

vergence.

In what follows, we are interested in the zeros of [ke(z) - ke(Ç)]/[z - Ç].

Accordingly we define

E(z, C) = [(1 - Q2zh(z) - (1 - z)2Ch(Q]/[z - Ç]-

Then

[k£(z) - ke(Q]/[z -C] = [l-zC- eE(z, C)]/[(l - z)2(l - Q2].

Thus we have to solve the equation

(2.3) l-zC-eE(z,Q = 0.
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Let R0> 1 besuchthat h € H(\z\ <JL). So, E(z,Q € H(\z\ <R0x \r\ < RA.
Put

r0 = (2Ä0-l)- ■1/2

M0 = Max{|£(z, C)| : \z\ <RQx |Ç| < R0} ,

Mx = Max{|d£(z, Q/dz\ : \z\ <RQx |Ç| < R0} and

ex = (l-r0)2/(2r0MQ)

and fix C in {£ : r0 < \Ç\ < 1} . Then, for \z\ = R0 and for all e € [0, e,),

|zC - 1| > \zC\ - 1 > r0R0 - 1 = (1 - r0)2/(2r0) = exMQ > \eE(z, f)|.

Since zÇ-1 =0 has a unique solution z= 1/Ç in {z: \z\ < R0} ,by Rouché's

Theorem, we conclude that there is a unique solution z£(C) of (2.3) in {z : \z\ <

R0} . Moreover, we have

\ze(Ç)-l/Ç\ = \eE(z£(Ç),Ç)/Ç\<eM0/r0,

and, therefore,

\zt(QC-l+eE(l/C,0\ = e\E(l/i;,Q-E{ze(Q,Q\

Jii dE(z, Q/dzdz

fo**v< e MaMx/r0 = e c, .

Finally, put Ç = \Ç\n . Then

\E(l/n,t1)-E(l/t,c;)\ f {dE(l/rn, rn)/dr}dr

i
[(dE/dz)(-l/r¿r1) + (dE/dC)r1]dr

ICI

< (1 - 1^)^(1/^+- 1) = c2(l - ICI).

We have proved

Lemma 2.3. Suppose that h € H(\z\ < R0) and that h(0) = 0, R0 > 1,

rQ = (2R0 - l)'x/2 and ex = (1 - r0)2/(2rQM0). Then, if 0 < e < ex and

r0 < |i| < 1. the equation (2.3) has a unique solution z£(Ç) in {z: \z\ < R0}.

Moreover, we have

(2.4) |z£(C)C-l+^(l/^^)|<cie2 + c2e(l-|C|),

where n = Ç/\Ç\ and the constants cx and c2 are as defined above.

Before we prove Theorem 2.2, let us note that straightforward calculations

give, for \n\ = 1,

(2.5)

Re{E(l/n,n)}

{ [2,7/(1+ >/)2]Re{(l-/72)i(>/)M,       if^±l,

4t'(-i), if i? = -1,

10, ifr¡=l,
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where t(z) is defined in Theorem 2.1. In other words, Re{F(l/r7, n)} < 0 for

all n on the unit circle d U and equality holds only at finitely many points of

dU.

Proof of Theorem 2.2. We define c = cx= M0Mx/rQ and assume to the contrary

that there exists a sequence en , n = 1,2, ... , such that en> 0, en tends to

zero as n tends to infinity and k£ (z) is not univalent in {z ; \z\ < 1 - cxen} .

Since an analytic function is univalent in the closure of a simply connected

Jordan domain D if and only if it is univalent on the boundary of D, there

exist two sequences zn and £„ , zn / Ç„, such that \zn\ = |C„| = 1 - Cx&n and

ke (zn) = ke (Çn). Since, for sufficiently large n, we have Çn € {z: rQ < \z\ <

1}, we get, by Lemma 2.3 and the fact that Re{E(l/n, n)} < 0,

l-2cle2n+cyn = \znCn\ = \zeßn)i;n\

(2-5) >\^-^nEiJnn,%)\-cxe2n-cxc2el

Therefore, we have

>l-cxe2n-cxc2e3n.

-2cx+c2e2n>-cx-cxc2en.

Letting n tend to infinity, we get cx < 0 which is a contradiction and Theorem

2.2 is proved.   D

3. Necessary conditions for the extremality of the Koebe mapping

We start this section with a general result concerning the nonextremality of

the Koebe function k(z) with respect to some real functional defined on S.

Denote by HR(U) the set of functions q in H(U) suchthat

oo
\—^ k

q(z) = 2_^akz  ,        ak € R for all k > 1.

Let F be a real valued functional defined on H(U) which admits a Gâteaux

derivative (i.e., there is a continuous linear functional L(f\ ■) in the topological

dual space H'(U) of H(U) such that

F(f + ecf> + o(e)) = F(f) + eRe{L(f; 4>)} + o(e)

as e tends to zero). We shall say that F is k-real if

(3.1) Re{L(k(z);izq(z))} = 0,      for all ï € flJ(F).

The following result holds.

Proposition 3.1. Let F be a real valued functional defined on H(U) admitting

a Gâteaux derivative L(f; •) in H'(U). If F is not k-real then there are

functions fx, f2€ S such that F(fx) > F(k) > F(f2). In other words, the
Koebe mapping k(z) cannot be extremal.

Proof. Because F is not k-real there is a q0 € HR(U) such that

Re{L(Â:(z) ; izqJz))) ¿ 0.
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Fix d € R and put

(3.2) h(z) = z-idzq0(z)/k(z).

Then h satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1 and, therefore, there is an

e0 > 0 and an analytic function g(z, e) in U x [0, e0) such that fe(z) =

k(z)(l-eh(z) + e2g(z, e)) belongs to S for all e e [0, e0). For all e € [0, e0),

we have

F(fe) = F(k) - e Re{L(k ; kh)} + o(e)

= F(k) - eRe{L(k; zk)} + edRe{L(k; izq0)} + o(e).

Suppose that Proposition 3.1 is not true. Then we have either F(fE) < F(k) or

F(fE) > F(k) for all sufficiently small e. Assume that F(fe) < F(k). Then

(3.3) reduces to

-Re{L(rc; zk)} + dRe{L(k; izq0)} + o(l) <0.

Letting e tend to zero, we get

-Re{L(A:; zk)} + dRe{L(k; izq0)} <0,

which leads to a contradiction for some value of d. The other case follows

analogously.   D

The following criteria are direct consequences of Theorem 2.1, Proposition

3.2 gives necessary conditions for k to be extremal even in the class 5R of

functions in S having real coefficients.

Proposition 3.2. Let F be a real valued functional defined on H(U) admitting

a Gâteaux derivative L(f; •) in H'(U).

(a) If k is extremal for the problem

Uax{F(f) :f€S}       (Min{F(/) : f € S} resp.),

then

Re{L(k ; kh)} > 0       (Re{L(k ; kh)} < 0 resp.)

for all h such that t(z) = [h(z) + h(z)]/2 € TR.
(b) If k is extremal for the problem

(3.4) Max{F(/) : f € SR}       (Min{F(f) : f € SR} resp.),

then

(3.5) Re{L(Â: ; kt)} > 0       (Re{L(k ; kt)} < 0 resp.)

for all t€TR.

Proof. We assume that p € (0, 1) and t € TR. Then the above inequalities

hold for h(pz)/p and t(pz)/p. Letting p tend to 1, we deduce the result,   o

4. Applications

In this section we show how one can easily get answers to conjectures involv-

ing the Koebe mapping by applying the above results.

In the first example we consider the following problem.
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Problem 4.1. Let s (f) denote the «th partial sum of the McLaurin expansion

of an analytic function /. We define rn(f) = |z(0)| where z(0) is the smallest

root in absolute value of [sn(f)]' — 0. Is it true that, for every f € S, sn(f)

is univalent in {z ; \z\ < rn(k)} ?

An account of the history of this problem is found in [3, §8.2, p. 246]. The

answer was believed to be affirmative in view of the partial results in [7] and

[3, Example 7, p. 272].
Applying Proposition 3.1 we show that the answer to this question is negative

for n = 3 . Consider the real valued functional Fn(f) defined on H(U) by

(4.1) Fn(f) = Min{|z|: [sn(f)]'(z) = 0} = rn(f).

Let z(e) satisfy [sn(k + ecf>)]'(z(e)) = 0 and \z(e)\ = rn(k + e<t>). Then we have

[sn(k + e<f>)]'(z(e)) = [sn(k)]'(z(e)) + e[sn(<f>)]'(z(e)) = 0.

If [sn(k)]"(z(0)) ¿ 0, then, by the Implicit Function Theorem, we know that

z(e) is analytic in e and admits the expansion

z(e) = z(0) + ea + 0(e2)

in a neighborhood of the origin. The factor a can be explicitly expressed by

a = -[sn(<l>)]'(z(0))/[sn(k)}"(z(0)).

Hence,

Fn(k + e<f>) = |z(0) + ea + 0(e2)\ = |z(0)| + e|z(0)| Re{a/z(0)} + 0(e2)

so that

Ln(k ; cj>) = -|z(0)| • lsn(4>)]'(z(0))/{z(0)[sn(k)]"(z(0))}.

We now show that, for n = 3, L3(k; ■) is not A:-real. We have z(0) =

(-2±/v/5)/9 and [^(A:)]"(z(0)) = ±2y/5i j* 0. Take, in (3.1), q(z) = z.

Then

Re{L3(A:(z) ; izq(z))} = Re{L3(Ä:(z) ; iz2} = ±1/(3^5) / 0,

which shows that the answer to the question in Problem (4.1) is negative for

« = 3.
Numerical calculations indicate that [sn(k)]"(z(0)) is not real if « is odd,

which implies that the conjecture fails for 5 in these cases. For even n , z(0)

is real and we were unable to find any counterexamples. We therefore modify

Problem 4.1 :

Conjecture. Let rn(f) be defined as in (4.1). Then

(a) rn(f) > rn(k) for every / € SR ;

(b) r2n(f)>r2n(k) for every f€ S.
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In the next application we consider the following problem:

Problem 4.2. Let / be in S. For which positive k does the Koebe mapping

k(z) maximize Re{an([f/z]x)} ?

It is an immediate deduction from the De Branges proof of the Milin con-

jecture that, for X > 1,

(4.2) \an([flz]X)\<an([k/zf)

(see also [5] and [6]). Grinshpan [4] proved that (4.2) fails to be true for all

even coefficients, if 0 < k < 1, and for all odd coefficients, if 0 < k < 1 /2.

The case k = 1/2 was disproved by Schaeffer and Spencer [8]. We first show

that these last results are simple applications of Proposition 3.2. Define

(4.3) Fn(f) = Re{an([f/zf)},        feS.

Then, for t €TR,

Fn(k + ekt) = Re{a„([A: + ekt)/zf)} = Re{an([k / zf (1 + ekt + 0(e2))}

= Fn(k) = ekRe{an(t[k/zf)} + 0(e2).

Hence, L(k; kt) = kan(t[k/z] ). By Proposition 3.2, the Koebe mapping is

not extremal for Problem (4.2), if we can find a function t € TR such that

(4.4) Re{an(t[k/zf)} = an(t[k/zf) < 0.

Now take t(z) = z/[(l - z) ~ + (1 + z) + ~ ] for some small real ô. Then,

since t has real coefficients and is a univalent starlike mapping, we conclude

that t €TR. For the even coefficients (n = 2m) we have

a2m(t[k/zf) = a2m([z/(l - zY+1][(l + z)/(l - z)f)

= a2m([z/(l - zY+I][l + ¿log«! + *)/<! - z)} + 0(S2)])

= S-a2m([z/(l-z2)UX]loë[(l + z)/(l-z)]) + 0(ô2)

= ô.a2mmz)) + 0(ô2),     say.

Note that all the even coefficients of 4*(z) are positive, so that, for some small

negative ô (4.4) holds. Therefore, we have shown that, for even n and for all

k, 0 < X < 1, the Koebe mapping is not extremal, even in SR .

Consider now the case of odd coefficients. Since An(t) = an(t[k/z] ) is a

continuous linear functional on TR and since we are interested in a negative

value of Min{An(t): t € TR}, it is enough to consider the extreme points of

(4.5)
oo

iö(z) = z/[(l -eiôz)(l -e~xûz)] = z + ^fsin^z*]/ sin(r3),        0 < i? < 2tt .

k=2
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The coefficients of

(4.6) [k/zf = l+YdCk(k)zk
fc=i

are given by
fc-i

\[{2X + j)
j=0

k\

and satisfy the recursion formula

(4.7) ck+x(k) = (2k + k)ck(k)/(k+l),        c0(k) = l.

Hence,

(4.8) An(t&) = an(tû[k/zf) = f2[sin(k&)/sin(û)]cn_k(k).
k=l

First, fix k in (0, 1/2) and put n = 2m + 1. Then the sequence {ck(k)}

decreases to zero. If r3 = 2n/(2m + 1), then (4.8) becomes

m

A2m+i('ö) = DsinW'sin(d)][c2m+1_fc(A) - ck(k)] < 0.

Therefore, the Koebe mapping is not extremal for these cases. For the case

k = 1/2, put û = n(2n + l)/(n(n+ 1)). Then we have

An(t}) = [sin((n + l)r3/2) •sin(«i?/2)]/[sin(i5)sin(r}/2)] < 0,

and again the Koebe mapping is not extremal.

Next we study the cases A e (1/2, 1). Let kn be defined by

kn = sup{A: an(t[k/z] ) < 0,      for some t € TR.

Then we have, for each n, 1/2 < kn < 1 and kn = 1 for all even n. On the

other hand, Grinshpan [4] has shown that A3 < -84. We are interested in giving

a lower bound for kn by applying Proposition 3.2.

Using the fact that An(tß) is an even function of t and that sini > 0 on

[0, n], we may restrict ourselves to the solution of the mathematical program

(4.9) Sup|a>0: Inf j ¿ sin(kû)c2m+x_k(k): 0 < û < n \ <o\ .

First, let us give a lower bound for A3. The minimum of

{A(2A + 1) sin(i) + 2A sin(2i) + sin(3i)}/ sin(i)

= A(2A+ l) + 4Acos(?) + 4cos2(/) - 1,        0 < t < 2n,

is attained for cos(i) = -A/2 which leads to the estimate (\ß- l)/2 < A3. The

following table contains lower bounds for kn which were obtained from (4.9)
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by numerical methods:

A3>.618;        A5>.672; A7>.704; A9>.725; An>.741;

A13>.753;      A15>.762;       A,7>.770;       A19>.777;       A21>.782;

A31>.802;      A51>.824;       A101>.847.
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